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EVAPORATION OF SOLIDS BY LASER PULSES 

PART I IRON 

by R. A. Olstad and D. R. Olander 

Inorganic Materials Division of the 
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory and the 

Department of_Nuclear Engineering of the 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 94720 

ABSTRACT ·, 

-iii-

The laser induced vaporization of iron was studied using a 

quadrupole mass spectrometer d,etector. Neutral atoms emitted by 

thermal processes at the surface we~e of interest; energetic ions 

produced by a plasma near the surface were not. Conventional mode 

laser pulses serve~ as a heat source and the characteristics of the 

pulses of vaporized atoms reaching the mass spectrometer were 

determined by time-of-flight analysis of the output signal from 

this device. The data agreed reasonably well with the predictions 

of an equilibrium model, in which transient surface vaporization 

is treated as a sequence of equilibrium stages at each of which 

Langmuir vaporization with unit condensation coefficient occurs. 
. ' . ! 

Agreemerit bet~een theory and experiment failed at high laser 

energies because of the outward flow of molten iron from the spot 

str~ck by the laser. This cratering phenomenon invalidated the 

temperature calculation from which the vaporization rate was cal-

culated. 
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1 
I. INTRODUCTION 

The principal effect of a laser striking a solid is heating 

of the surface. Because heating is sharply delineated in space 

and time, many practical uses of the laser-solid interaction have 

been investigated. These ~ppli~ations~include welding and cutting 
I 

of metals, sampling of micron~size surface areas for/analysis by 
' ' 

optical, mass or nuclear spectroscopy (1) and thin film depdsi-

tion (2}. 

Honig (3} has surveyed the mechanisms of the laser-solid 

interaction. In materials which are opaque to the-incident radia

tion (which is 0.69 ~m for~ ruby laser}, the laser beam acts as a 

surface heatsource and the temperature-time history of the solid 

' 
during a pulse may be computed by solution of the transient heat 

conduction equation. The first manifestations of the surface tem

perature rise are vaporization andomelting •. Neutral atoms or mole-

cules are emitted into the gas or vacuum around the solid by Langmuir 

vaporization. If the surface temperature exceeds the melting point 

of the substrate, rapid vaporization from the melt occurs and the 

escaping vapor exerts a recoil pressure on the liquid which causes 

it to flow outward along the surface. This movement of liquid is 

observable as-a crater at the point of impact of the laser. The 

recoil pressure may even be large enough to eject small ·globules 

of the molten material into the gas space (4}. 

At highe1 temperatures, emission of thermionic electrons and 

thermal ions becomes significant. When the ion and electron cloud 

near the surface becomes dense enough to remove energy from the 

laser light before the latter reaches the surface, a plasma with 
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2 
temperatures measured in the tens or hundreds of eV is formed. 

The energy of the plasma as partially converted to directed kinetic 

energy of the constituent ions, which are th~n observed as high 

velocity, multiply charged particles emanating from the laser-

bombarded spot on the solid. 

The present study is concerned with the phenomenon occurring 

in the low surface temperature range described above, where emission 

consists nearly exclusively of neutral atom's or molecules. Laser 

power is purposely kept low enough to avoid formation of a plasma 

and the accompanying energetic ions. Our aim is to determine 

whether the properties of the emitted particles (composition, energy 

and rate of vaporization) can be explained by application of equi-

librium thermodynamics to the surface temperature transient induced 

by the laser pulse. The question of vapor composition vis-a-vis 
' 

the solid composition is important in the use of laser bombardment 

as a sampling technique. Baldwin (1), for example, found that the 

deposits colrlected from laser evaporation of brass contained a 

higher zinc content than the substrate. However, the zinc concen-

trat.ion of the vaporized samples was that of the liquid in· equili

brium with.the solid, and· not that of the vapor in equilibrium with 

a condensed phase as might be expected. ·Other studies have shqwn 

that the vaporized material has the same composition as the sub-

strate (5) • The noncongruency of the vaporization process appears 

to be greatest:. for low incident laser power densities (4), and this • 

is just the region in which the laser pulses produce temperature 

transients akjn to flashing a filament electrically. It is in this 

region of low surface temperatures where the vaporization process may 

be reasonably described as a sequence of Langmuir vaporization steps. 
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In the present paper, the vaporization of pure iron by con-

ventional mode ruby laser pulses is described. In the following 

paper, we report the results of the evaporation of ~he binary com-
' 

'pound zirconium hydride by Q-switched pulses. Iron vaporization 

was studied first because this process·· is considerably simpler than 

., vaporization of .a compound, where composition as well as temperature 
' 

changes in the solid during the laser pulse must be considered. 

Comparison of theory and experiment for iron vaporization permits 

the validity of certain aspects of the equilibrium model to be 

assessed and provides a firm foundation for the study of compound 

vaporization. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 

The apparatus shown in F~gure 1 consists of three principal 

components: 

(a) the laser and equipment for measuring laser power and energy. 

(b) the vacuum system containing the target and·the mass spectrometer. 

(c) the signal proces~ing equipment. 

The target consists of the machined end O·f a 4. 8 mm diameter 

rod of high purity polycrystalline iron mounted on a linear feed-

through. The end of the rod is.located at the focal plane of the 

laser, which enters the vacuum system through the window shown in 

Figure 1. The surface of the target is normal to the ax.is formed 

by the mass spectrometer ionizer and the collimating aperture separ-

ating the target chamber and the mass spectrometer chamber. The 

laser strikes the target at an angle of 45° to the surface normal. 

Since the laser spot is rv 1 mm in diameter, several shots on fr·3sh 

surface of the target can be made before repolishing is required. 
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The target chamber is maintained at 10-7 Torr by a 500 lit/sec 

oil diffusion pump. The mass spectrometer chamber is evacuated by 

a 200 lit/sec ion pump and a titanium sublimation pump. The pres

sure in this chamber is ~ 10-9 Torr. 
' ·' 

As a result of heating by th.e laser pulse, the target emits 

atoms or molecules, a small fraction of which pass through the 

3.2 mm diameter collimating aperature between the target and mass 

spectrometer chambers and enter the ionizer cage of a quadrupole 

mass spectrometer. The flight path between the solid target and 

the mass spectrometer is 40 em. The diameter of the collimator 

between the chambers (3.2 mm) is selected so that the pulse of 

molecules from the target does not strike the walls of the ionizer, 

or the ionizer acts as a "once through", density sensitive detector. 

A small percentage of the neutral particles reaching the mass spec-

trometer are ionized by electron bombardment, mass analyzed and 

those of the pre-selected mass number are detected by an electron 

multiplier. The electron multiplier output current is displayed 

on an oscilloscope, the x- and y- axes of which represent time and 

signal amplitude, respectively. This signal trace contains infor-

mation on the amount and the velocity distribution of a particular 

species emitted by the target solid due to the incident laser pulse. 

A brief description of the components of the apparatus is given 

below. A:dditional details are available in.reference 6. 

A. Laser 

The laser consists of a 4 in x 9/16 in ruby rod pumped by a 

helical xenon flashlamp (KORAD KQ-1 system). The optical elements 

following the output reflector shown in Figure 1 are a beam splitter, 
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a cell containing an aqueous solution of copper sulphate and a 

lens with a focal length of 20 em. 

The ·beam splitter (a glass laboratory slide) reflects a few 
. I . 

percent of the incident radiation ~nto a magnesium oxide block 

which serves as a diffuse reflector for providing a photodiode 

(KORAD KDl) with an input ~ign1al from which the laser power and 
) 

total energy in the pulse are determined. The energy signal is 

observed on a Tektronics Type 585A oscilloscope. The power-time 

shape of the pulse is determined either by d~fferentiating the 

energy signal or directly by displaying the power pulse on a 

Tektronics type 519 oscilloscope. The .. : energy s~gnal output of 

the photodiode is calibrated using a manufacturer-supplied laser 

calorimeter (KORAD KJ-2). The power output in the conventional 

mode consists of a series of triangular spikes each about 0.5 J-ISec 

5 

wide and separated by "' 1. 5 jJsec.: .The average power, output (as 

determined from the derivative of the energy trace) is approximately 

triangular with the peak occurring at .. 0. 15 msec and ending at 1 msec. 

Approximately 10 J of energy is contained in the conventional mode 

pulse. 

The copper sulphate cell attenuates the laser radiation and 

thereby permits variation of .the energy incident on the target. 

The transmissivity of the cell as a function of copper sulphate 

conc~ntration was -calibrated for this _-purpose. 

The focubing lens determines the spot size, and hence the 

energy per unit area reaching the target. Based upon measurements 

of the angular divergence of the laser made by the manufacturer, 

the intensity of the beam as a function of angle e from the beam 
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axis is Gaussian of the form exp(-8 /o ), where o = 2.6 mrad. 

This intensity varia'tion in terms of angle 8 may be converted to 

one in terms qf radial distance r from the beam axis at the focal 

plane of the lens. The time and radial dependence of the power 

density I at the plane is found to be: 

I(r,t) = 2E r 2 

2 exp(-
02

) f(t), 
1TO 1'2 

watts/cm2 (1) 

where E is the total energy (in joules) in the pulse after atten-

uation by the copper sulphate cell, the lens and the. window. The 

radial spread is given by o = fo,,where f is the focal length of 

the lens. For f = 20 em and o = 2.6 mrad, o = 0.052 em, so that 

the incident laser beam is approximately 1 nun in diameter as it 

strikes the target. f(t) in Eq. (1) represents the triangular 

temporal shape of the conventional mode pulse averaged over the 

spikes which constitute this form of lasing: 

f(t) = 

for 

it'2 - t 

1'2 - t'l 

0 

for T1 < t < T2 (2) 

Here, T 1 = 0.~.5 msec is the time at which the peak energy density 

occurs and T 2 = 1 msec is the total duration of the pulse. 

6 

. : 
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B. Mass Spectrometer Calibration 

' 
Since our aim is to compare quantitatively the equilibrium 

theory of vaporization during the laser pulse. with measurements, 

absolute calibratidn of the mass spectrometer is necessary. When 

tuned to a convenient isotope of iron (mass 56 was used) , this 

instrument produces an output current pulse S(t) as a consequence 
.. ; ' 

of a laser pulse which first impinges on the target at t= 0. We 

have chosen to compare theory and experiment by converting the 

output current S(t) to the density of iron atoms in the ionizer 

of the mass spectrometer n(t) and calculating the latter quantity 

·theoretically from the known characteristics of the laser pulse, 

the vapor pressure of iron and the geometry of the flight path 

between the target and the ionizer. 

' Two s:te_ps are involved in obtaining n (t) from the data. 

First, the l.nstrumental constant relating S and n for a steady 

7 

state situation must be determined. Second, the time lags inherent 

in the mass spectrometer anct its assoc'iated electronics must be 

accounted for. 

In order to determine the instrumental constant, 

K = S/n (3) 

the target was replaced by an iron disk heated to a known temperature 

by electron bombardment and the mass S?ectrometer output was mf:a

sured. The disk was masked by a tungsten sheet with, a hole of 

known diameter in the center in order to fix the area of the vapor-
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iz ing .iron. According i:o the theory of Langmuir vaporization, the 

density 0f irGn atoms in the mass spectrometer ionizer is*: 

( 4) 

where ·P(T) is the vapor pressure of iron at the target temperature 

T (7), A is the area of the iron and R. is the distance between the 

disk and the mass spectrometer. a is the condensation coefficient 

of iron atoms on an iron surface, which is assumed to be unity (8,9). 

By measuring the mass spectrometer output current S at various 

iron temperatures, calculating the atom density n from Eq. (4) and 

dividing the two according to Eq. (3), a value K = 2.8 x lo-16 

amps/(atom/cm3 ) is obtained. This constant can also be calculated 

. from the characteristics of the quadrupole mass spectrometer. It 

is the product of the ionization cross section for iron atoms by 

~ 70 eV electrons, the length of the electron sheet in the ionizer, 

the electron ionization current, the extraction and transmission 

efficiencies of the mass spectrometer, the number of secondary 

electrons produced by impact of an iron ion at the first dynode 

of the electron multiplier and the gain of the electron multiplier. 

*In obtaining Eq. (4), we have neglected the peaking factor, which 
is the ratio of the actual atomic beam intensity averaged over ·the 
electron sheet in the ionizer to the intensity for an unobstructed 
point cosine source emitting at the same rate. This quantity is less 
than unity in the present case because the.collimating aperture be
tween the disk and the mass spectrometer (Figure 1) prevents th~ beam 
of iron atoms from filling the entire 1onizer cage. The method of ~ 
calculating the peaking factor for the present geometry is described 
in reference 6. Since the peaking factor appears in both the cali
bration (Eq. (4)) and in the theoretical response (Section IV B), it 
may be removed from both without affecting the comparison of thnory 
and experiment. 
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The various components of the theoretical value of K cannot be 

estimated with sufficient accuracy to warrant comparison with the 

experimental value of K determined by the calibration procedure 

just described . 

In order to convert transient mass/spectrometer signal to 

the corresponding ~ime-varying.atom density in the ionizer, two 
~ 

time lags in the detection process must be considered. The first 

9 

is the drift time of the ions down the quadrupole structure between 

the ionizer and the electron multiplier and the second is the RC 

time constant of the cables, connectors and the oscilloscope~ The 

drift time td is easily calculated from knowledge of the length of 

the quadrupole structure and the accelerating potentials. For an 

ion of mass 56, td = 19 llSec. The RC time constant of the mass 

spectrometer auxilliary components is measured by examining the 
.1 

shapes
1

of individual pulses from single ion impacts on the first 

dynode of the electron multiplier. For the,circuitry employed, 

the RC time constant is T = 30 llSec. Analysis of the electrical 

network following the electron multiplier for the response due to 

ions impact'ing on the first dynode (which impact is 1delayed by td 

from the time of creation in the ionizer) shows that the transient 

output is related to the density pulse of iron atoms passing 

through the ionizer by (6): 

S(t + tdl = ~ ft exp(- t ~ 00
) n(t')dt' 

0 

i 
where K is the instrumental consta~t determined by the steady state 

method described· earlier. Taking the Laplace transform of the 

above eql.lation and inverting yields: 
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(5) 

The output signal recorded on an oscilloscope trace is shifted in 

time by td and numerically differentiated. n(t) is then determined 

from Eq. (5). 

III. RESULTS 

Pulsing of iron was restricted to conventional mode laser 

pulses. The mass spectrometer signal due to iron atoms vaporized 

by Q-switch~d pulses could not be obs~rved ~bove the background 
I 

signal at mass 56. The signal produced by the Q-switched pulse 

is much smaller than that observed in the steady state experiments 

used to calibrate the mass spectrometer because in the ·former case, 

emission occUrs in a time period short compared with the transit 

time of iron atoms from the target to the mass spectrometer. _To 

illustrate this point, compare the signal arising from steady 

vaporization of the target to that due to a square pulse 40 nsec 

wide in which the vaporization rate is the same as in the steady 

state situation. As shall be shown later, the spread o£ velocities 

of the iron atoms emitted with a Maxwellian distribution during the 

pulse leads to a width of the density pulse in the ionizer, n(t), 

of ~ 400 ~sec. Therefore, the average signal from Q-switched 

pulse vaporization has an amplitude approximately 0.04/400 = 10-4 

times the signal due to the steady state source. Increasing the 

intensity of the Q-switched mode by using stronger pulses and 

thereby increasing the surface temperature results in evaporation 

of energetic iron ions (rv 30: eV), a ph:nomenon which is not of 

interest in the present study. As explained in the introduction, 

... 1 

w : 
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these pulses are formed in the plasma near the surface, whereas 

we are interested in direct thermal evaporation of atoms from 

the surface. 
'I 

The amplitude of the thermal atom signal arising from conven-

tional mode pulses on iron is rv.10 3 til1les that obtainable during 

Q-switched pulses attaining the same:peak temperature. In the 

conventional mode of operation, neutral atoms Of thermal energy 

could be observed without interference from energetic ions. Thermal 

ions could not be observed because the ionizer of the mass spectre-

meter is 15 V positive with respect to the target. The'ratio of 

ion to neutral atom emission is given by the Saha-Langrnuir 

equation (3). For iron at 4000°K, th~s ratio is calculated to 

be 10-4 , so that thermal ions are not expected in our experiments. 

Figure 2 shows the outptit signal of the mass spectrometer 
•• I I 

tuned to mass 56 following a conventional mode pulse on an iron 

target. Figure 3 shows the signal after treatment by Eq. (5) • 

Zero time is determined by the triggering of the laser. The 

ordinate of Figure 3 is proportional.to n(t) •. A summary of the 

data obtained for pulses of varying energy contents is shown in 

Table 1. Curves such as the one shown in Figure 3 (which repre-

sents the next to the bottOIJl row in Table 1) were an
1
alyzed to obtain 

the salient characteristics of the atom density pulse in the ionizer. 

A measure of the average transit time of the atoms ~rom the target 

to the ionizer is given by: 

t k = time at which the maximum atom density is observed pea 

The width of 1:he pulse is represented by: 

+ 
t 1 = timns at which the atom density reaches one half of the 

2 max:Lffium value on the rising (-) and falling (+) portions 

of the puls~ in Figure 3. 



The maximum amplitude of the pulse is denoted by n in Table 1. · max 

This quantity is dependent upon the accuracy of the instrumental 

constant K. The average transit time t k and the half widths pea 

12 

- + t k - t 1 and !t1 - t k are independent of the mass pea 1 pea ., of the pulse 

spectrometer arnplitude 2calibr~tion. These times depend upon the 

velocity distribution of the atoms traveling from the target to 

the mass spectrometer and provide sensitive measures of the tern-

perature of the emitted atoms. The precision of the measured 

+ values of tpeak' t 1 and t 1 is approximately + 0.04 rnsec. 

2 2 
IV. THEORY OF EQUILIBRIUM VAPORIZATION DURING A LASER PULSE 

A. Surface Temperature 

Unfortunately, there is no known method of measuring the 

temperature of the target Sl,frface during the laser pulse. The 

surface temperature transient Ts(t) must be calculated in order 

to predict vaporization rates and ultimately the atom density 

pulse in the ionizer of the mass spectrometer, n(t). 

Because the depth of solid involved in heating is much smaller 

than the spot size of the laser, heat conduction is assumed to 

occur only in the direction normal to the surface (denoted by x). 

Because metals are opaque to visible light, the laser radiation 

is represented by a surface ,heat source. The adequacy of these two 
I 

assumptions may be verified analytically by incorporating radial 
I 

heat flow and a volumetric heat source decaying exponentially in 
! 

x into simplified solutions 'of the heat conduction equation (6). 

Since the surface recedes because of evaporation, x is defined 

as the distance from the actual surface rather than from the original 

surface. In this Lagrangian frame of reference, solid appears to 

.... : 
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flow in the negative ~ direction and a convective term is intra~ 

duced into the energy equation describing heat transport in the 

solid. The energy equation for the temperature distribution T(x,t) 
I 

which includes sur~ace recession and physical property variations 

is: ~'-• ..< 

aT 4> (T ) M 
<aT> ,a 2T dK <aT> 

2 s a (6) at- = a --+ 
K dT p ax ax 2 ax 

where 4>(Ts) is the vaporization rate at surface temperature 

Ts = T(O,t), M is the atomic weight of iron and p is·its density. 

The coefficie~t of~~Tjax in,Eq. (6) ds the surface recession· velo

city. a and K are the thermal diffusivity and thermal conductivity 

of iron, respectively. ·Both are known functions of temperature. 

Eq. (6) is solved numeric.ally with the following initial and 

boundary conditions: 

T(x,O) = T
0 

(7) 

(8) 

where T
0 

= 300°K is the initial temperature of the solid. The 

boundary condition at the vaporizing surface is obtained by a balance 

of conduction in the solid with heat losses due to the latent heat 

of vaporization, radiation and heat input from the laser radiation: 

- K 
aT 

<ax> o = - 4>(T )~H - £crs(Ts
4 - T

0

4) + q(t) s vap (9) 

~Hvap is the heat of vaporization of iron (~ 97 kcal/gm atom), £is 

the emissivity of the surface and crs is the Stephan-Boltzmann con

stant. The vaporization rate is given by: 



P(T ) 
' . .. 

where NAvis Avogadro's number. 

gm atoms/cm2-sec (10) 

The heat source term q{it) in Eq. (9) is less than the power 
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density in the laser because the radiation is not incident normally 

upon the surface and because the surface is not perfectly absorbing. 

For the geometry used in this study, the angle of incidence intro-

duces a factor of cos45° = 0.7Q7. Departure from black body con-

ditions at the surface is accounted for by multiplying Eq. (1) by 

the emissivity of the surface (which is equal to the absorptivity) • 

Thus, 

q (t) = 0.70'7 e:I(r,t) = qpf(t) (11) 

where 

1.414 e:E 2 
watts/cm2 q - 2' exp(- !....:) I p 

7TO T
2 

02 
(12) 

is the peak heat flux, which occurs at t = T1 during the laser pulse. 

Because radial transport of heat is neglected in the calculation, 

the r-dependence of ,the power density in the laser beam may be 

treated as constant in solving the energy equation. The' radial 

variation of q is considered when the density of iron atoms at 
p 

the mass spectrometer is computed (next section). The temporal 

shape of the laser pulse is given by Eq. (2). 

Eqs. (6) - (11) were solved numerically for various values of 

the parameter qp. , 

The time variation of the surface temperature for three pulse 

strengths is s'hown in Figure 4. The maximum temperature occurs 
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8 • "'' ,.) 0 -
after the peak of the absorbed power, but the difference in the 

times of the peak temperature and th~}peak P?Wer diminishes as 

the latter increases. The curves tend to bunch together as the 
I,' 

15 

peak heat flux increases. This effect is due to the rapid increase 

in the vaporization rate with surface temperature, which renders 

the latent heat term in Eq. (9) quite comparable to q(t). For 

example, at the time of the maximum surface temperature for the 

strongest pulse in Figure 4, the heat inputduei to laser irradiation 

is 4 x 10
5 

watts/cm2 • The maximum temperature is 3500°K, for which 
. 2 

Eq. (10) gives a vaporization rate of 0.53 gm atoms/em -sec. When 

this figure is multiplied by the enthalpy o£ vaporization of iron, 

the power required to sustain vaporization is 2 x 105 watts/cm2 , 

which reduces the net surface heat flux by a factor of two when 

compared to the laser power input alone. Radiation heat losses are 

totally negligible. 

The small bump in the qp = 1.7 x 105 watts/crn2 curve in 

Figure 4 is due to the heat released by solidification of iron. 

Penetration depths of the temperature pulse into the solid are 

~ 25 ~m for the pulse with q = 3.3 x 10 5 watts/cm2 . 
p 

The calculations upon which the curves of Figure 4 are based 

do not consider the individual spikes which comprise the conventional 

mode laser pulse. This effect was analyzed by calculating the sur-

face temperature transient due to a series of equally spaced tri-

angular power spikes and comparing the vaporization rate due tc 

this input with that from a surface subjected to a step heat flux 

input equal to the average heat flux of the sequence of spikes (6). 
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Since the vapor pressure is an exponenti~lly increasing function 

of 1/Ts, the average vaporization rate during one spike is greater 

than ~he vaporization rate at the average power input. However, 

the differencJ in the calculated vaporization rates is only ~ 10%, 
; 

so that treatment of the conventipnal mode pulse in terms of its 

average power (i.e., using f(t) of Eq. (2)) is deemed adequate. 

Because of the long atom flight times'(~ 400 llsec) compared to the 

width of the individual power spikes (0. 5 ll'sec) , the mass spectro

meter cannot possibly detect the presence of such temporal structure 

in the vaporization rates arising from the spiked nature of the 

conventional mode pulse. 

B. Atom Density in the Ionizer 

An equilibrium model is used to describe the transient vapor-

ization of iron atoms from the surface area struck by the laser 

pulse. Consider the equilibrium system consisting of solid iron 

in contact with its equilibrium vapor. The principle of detailed 

balancing (10) requires that the rate of condensation of vapor atoms 

in a particular velocity range be equal to the rate of vaporization 

of the same class of atoms. In accordance with the assumption of 

unit condensation coefficient for iron atoms on solid iron, the rate 

of condensation is equal to the rate of impingement of atoms on the 

surface from the equilibrium gas. The impingement rate is given by· 

multiplying the Maxwell velocity distribution by vcose, where v is 

the particle velocity and e is the angle from the surface normal. 

For the equilibrium system with unit condensation coefficient, the 

velocity and angular distributions of the vaporized atoms are 

identical to those of the impinging atoms. When applied to thE 

' -I 
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non-equilibrium system \~herein the solid is exposed to a vacuum 

and the temperature varies both in time and position in the solid, 

it is assumed that the vaporization rate is that determined for 

the equilibrium system at the instantaneous surface temperature. 

Since our experiment measures emission along the surface normal, 

a = 0, the flux of vaporized atoms from an element of surface dA' 

in the speed range v to v + dv into solid angle dn about a = 0 is: 

d~ = 
P(T ) ' s 

kTS 

where m is the mass of an iron atom. 

dvdndA' (13) 
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We wish to calculate the density of atoms at the mass spectro-

meter ionizer, which is a distance R. from the target, as a function 

of time during the laser puls~. · To do so, it must be recognized 

that faster atoms arrive at the ionizer before slower ones and 

that atoms leave the surface at different times during the tempera-

ture transient (11). The velocity distribution is converted to a 

time-of-arrival distribution by setting: 

- T 
(14) 

where T is the time of emission of an atom of speed v from the 

' 
surface and t is the time of its arrival at the downstream position. 

The difference t - T is the transit time of an atom of speed v from 

the target to the ionizer. Eqs. (13) 1nd (14) are used to obtc:.in 

the number density n{t) by the following steps: 

1) The solid angle dn in Eq. (13) is expressed as 1/R-2 , which con-

verts this formula to one giving the flux of atoms per unit area 

at the ionizer. 
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2) The flux per unit area is divided by the velocity v to yield 

the number density. 

3) The variable is transformed from v to T by use of Eq. (14) and 

' 2 by replacing dv by R.d-r/ (t - T): • 

4) The density of atoms of all spe~ds arising from vaporization 

from all illuminated areas on the target is obta~ned by integrating 

over the target surface (denoted by the polar coordinates r' and 

~') and over all emission times T from zero to the arrival time t. 

The result is: 

n(t) 

3/2 27T . 00 

~(2~k) J d~J 
0 0 

t 

r'dr' J 
0 

P[Ts(T,r' ,~')] 

[TS(T,r'~~'1]S/2 (t- T) 4 

The derivation of Eq. (15) implicitly assumes that the atoms 

move in free flight following emission from the surface and are 
I 

unaffected by the laser beam through which they must pass en.route 

to the ionizer. Collisions between vaporized atoms in the space 

close to the surface (where the atom density is high) are neglected. 

Neither is interaction of the laser beam with the emitted atoms 

considered in the analysis. Were these phenomena of importance, 
! 

the equilibrium vaporization model would incorrectly predict 'the 

characteristics of atom pulse from the surface and the familiar 

plasma plume would develop. In order to maintain a sufficiently 

low vapor density near the surface and avoid atom-atom or atom-laser 

interactions following vaporization, the surface temperature, and 

hence the incident laser pulse energy, must be low. 

' ! 

• 



The -r-dependence
1 

of the surface temperature in this equation 

is obtained directly from the solution of the heat conduction 

equation in the solid presented in the preceeding section. The 
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dependence of Ts or location on the surface sterns froiP. the radial 

spread of the power density of the incident laser beam as expressed 

by Eqs. (11) ·and (12). The incident power density is circularly 

symmetric with the axis of the laser beam, having a functional 

dependence given by exp(- r 2;cr2) where r is the radial distance 

from the beam axis. However, the power density does not depend 

upon the azimuthal angle about the beam axis, ¢. Because of the 

45° tilt of the target with respect to the ~aser axis, contours 

of equal laser energy absorption at the target are elliptical rather 

than circular. The angular integral in Eq. (15) can be performed 

directly by converting the spatial'cOordinates from the (r',cf>') 

system on the target surface to the (r,cp) coordinates about the 

laser beam axis. From solid geometry, it can be shown that the 

coordinate conversion involves merely replacing r'dr'dcf>' by 

rdrd¢/0.707. Noting that Ts is independent of cp, the angular 

ititegration yields a factor of 2n. Eq. (15) th~refore simplifies to: 

n(t) = 2TI 
0.707 rdr 

( 
rn£2 3 exp - . 2 d-r 

2kT s ( -r , r) ( t --r) 

The calculation proceeds as follows: 

(16) 

1) The incident laser pulse energy E is selected and a value of the 

surface emissivity E is assumed. 



2) The peak heat flux given by Eq. (12) is computed for various 

values of r and the heat conduction equation is solved for each 

of the qp values as explained in Section IV A. The surface tem

perature transients are similar to those shown in Figure 4 except 
I 

, . I 

that the parameter characterizing each curve is radial coordinate 
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r rather than heat flux qp and the time variable is T rather than t. 

3) The double integral of Eq. (16) is performed from the calculated 

functiori Ts(-r,r) and the vapor pressure-temperature relation. 

We have simplified the numerical work associated with this 

computation by approximating the r-integral in the following manner. 

First the radial dependence of the surface temperature is written 

explicitly in terms of the Gaussian power intensity shape of 
2 2 

Eq. (12); that is, we write Ts(T,q~e-r ja ) where: 

1.414 e:E 
2 

1TO -r 2 

(17) 

is the peak laser heat flux along the beam axis. For a specified 

value of q~, the surface temperature. reaches a maximum at time 

T which varies somewhat with q (or equivalently, with r}. max 
2 2 

· p 

~ax(q0 e-r Ia } denotes the maximum in the temperature-time curve 
s p 

for each radial position r. These are obtained from the maxima of 

the curves representing solu:tions of the heat conduction equation, 

such as those shown in Figure 4. The time integral in Eq. (16} is 

evaluated at r = 0 and the radial variation of the heat flux in?ut 

is used to define an effective laser spot size. Eq. (16} is 

approximated by: 

• ! 



/ ·· ..., u u q · 2: .o···· _R 

j 3 8 3· 
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n(t) = Aeff 
t(iJh )2 Jt P[Ts(T,qp)] ~ 
k 2 7r k 0 -[ T-s -( T____;, q;:_~-)-]--=5=-"'/:,..,2,_...(-t---T-) .....,...4 exp L - o2 J m~ d _2_k_T __ (_T_

1
_q~0-) __ (_t ___ T_)~2 1 

s p 

where the effective spot size is defined by: 

2;r 
0.707 

0 
P [Tmax ( 0 >) s qp 

(18) 

rdr (19) 

Aeff may be computed from the solution to the energy equation as a 

function of the peak power along the axis. For q 0 = 1 x 105 watts/cm2 , 
p 

-3 2 . . 5 ·. 2 
Aeff = 0. 4 x 10 .· em , while for q~ = 5 x 10 watts/em , Aeff = 

5. 0 x 10-3 cm2 • ,Weighting by use of the vapor pressure in Eq. (19) 

is, according-·to Eq. (10), nearly equivalent to weighting by the 
' 

vaporization rate. Because the vapor pressure is such a strong 

function of temperature, the portion of the surface closest to the 

laser beam centerline is heavily favored in the determination of 

the effective spot size. The spot areas calculated by Eq. (19) 

are smaller than the value of ;r(2cr) 2 = 8.2 x 10-3 cm2 which char-

' acterizes the cross sectional are.a of the impinging laser beam. 

Although Eqs. (18) and (19) do not constitute as accurate a 

mathematical treatment as does Eq. (16), the computations based 

upon the simplified method are considerably less tedious. The 

accuracy of t:1e approximate_ method is '1ufficient because it em

phasizes the regions of greatest vaporization rates (i.e., at the 

centerline of the beam in the time integral of Eq. (16) and at the 

peak tempera~ure for the radial averaging). 
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The equilibrium model of vaporization by pulsed laser irrad

iation of a monatomic solid thus consists,of calculating n(t) for 

specific values of '£ and E from Eqs. (17) - (19) and the solution 

of the heat conduction equatfOn. The latter provides the surface 
. I 

temperature transient needed for Eq. (18). Typical time-of-arrival 

curves n(t) for various q~ values are shown in Figure 5. The scale 

of the ordinate is arbitrary and the shapes of the curves represent 

the integral in Eq. (18). Note that the peak value of the number 

density pulse occurs later than either the peak laser power or the 

peak surface temperature. This delay a,nd the width of the time

of-arrival curve are due to transit from the target to the ionizer 

of iron atom vaporized with a Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distri-

bution. The time-of-arrival distributions are broadened because 

the pulse time T 2 is comparable to the transit time. n(t) repre

sents a convolution of the function f(t) representing the temporal 

shape of the laser pulse with the intrinsic spread due to the 

velocity distribution of the 'emitted atoms. The similarity between 

the experimental atom density pulses shown in Figure 3 and the 

predicted shapes shown in Figure 5 is evident. Quantitative com-

parison of theory and experiment is based upon the shape, delay 

and amplitude factors determined from the experimental data and 

listed in Table 1. 

V. COMPARISON OF THEORY AND EXPERIMENT 

Figures 6 - 8 compare the atom density pulses in the ionizer 

determined from the data by use of Eq. (5) (points) with those 

predicted by application of the equilibrium vaporization model 

embodied in Eqs. (17) - (19) (curves). Comparison is made on the 

.\ 

i 
; 

• I 

l 
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basis qf the delay 
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time (tpeak)' the ris-ing and falling half-widths 
~ - + 

(t k- t 1 and t 1 - t k) and the amplitude (n ) of·the pulses. pea . pea max 
2 2 The total energy 1n the laser pulse striking the surface (E) is 

known for each expe~iment but calculation of q 0 for the theoretical 
p 

prediction requires specification of the surface emissivity e: as 

well. Values of this parameter which are approximately the same 

as literature values provide the most satisfactory fit to the data. 

Agreement of theory and experiment would be much poorer had the 

surface been assumed to be perfectly absorbing (e: ~ 1) • 
• 

The calculated and experimental values of tpeak and 

(tpeak -

values of 

ti> are in good agreement for e: = 0.5. The predicted 

2 
n. are larger than the max experimental values for emissi-

vities in the expected range 0.4.to 0.5. At low laser energies, 

the calculated and experimental values of nmax are in satisfactory 

agreement, but for an incident energy of 6.5J the calculated value 
I 

is approximatelyan order of magnitude larger than the measured 

value. There is also a discrepancy·between the calculated and 

measured values of (t~- tpeak). Agreement is good for the lowest 

energy pulse (2. 4J) , ~ut at higher pulse energies, .the calculated 

half width is approximately twice the measured value. 

The discrepancies between the calculated and measured values 

of nmax and (t~ - tpeak) can be attributed to the flow of liquid 

iron. The cal8uations were made assuming that the surface remained 

plane, the onJ..y movement being uniform recession due to vaporization. 

However, when the surface temperature is high and there is a con-

siderable depth of molten iron, the pressure exerted by the VaFor-

izing atoms causes spme of the liquid iron to flow to the sides 

I I 



o~ the interaction area to form the craters shown in Figure 9. 

The areas of the central pits measured from these photo micro-

graphs are approximately equal to the Aeff values computed from 

Eq. (19) • When the liquid iron flows outward, the iron beneath 
I 

I 
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the surface at the center of the crater is cooler than calculated, 

so that heat is removed by conduction into the bulk solid more 

quickly than it would if the radial flow of liquid iron did not 

occur. This effect causes the actual maximum surface temperature 

to be less than the calculated values, so the vaporization rate 

and the amplitude of the atom density pulse are reduced. 

Crater formation also causes the surface temperature to de

crease at a faster rate than calculated. Since (t+1 - t k) is . pea 
. 2 . 

largely a measure of the rate at wh1.ch the surface flux decreases 

from its maximum value, excessive cooling due to cratering narrows 

the half-width of the pulse following tpeak ·., (t~ - tpeak) is 
. . 2 

determined both by the duration over wh1.ch iron atoms are emitted 

and by the spread in velocitiesof the emitted atoms. If the 

flux of iron atoms at the surface decreases more rapidly than cal

culated (i.e., the emission pulse becomes more like a delta 

function) , the half-width (t~ - tpeak) will be due solely to the 

spread of velocities of the ~mitted atoms. The observed value 

of (t+- t k) of~ 0.2 msec is approximately the half width due 
1 pea . 

to th~ spread of velocities from an effusive Maxwellia·n source, 
! 

.. which supports the above explanation of the effect of cratering 

on the pulse shape. 
I 

The measured and calculated value:; of the rising half width 

(t - t
1
-) are in tolerable agreemen·:, which indicates that the peak 
2 

i . : 

_; 
\ ,;. ' 



rate of increase of the surface temperature (and therefore flux 

of iron atoms from the surface) takes place before appreciable 

outward flow of molten iron has occurred. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

Despite the discrepancies discussed above, the data conform 

to the general features of the equilibrium model of solid vapori

zation by laser pulses; the amplitude of the atom density pulse 

increases rapidly with laser pulse energy as long as cratering is 

not severe; the delay time of the maximum of the atom pulse de

creases as the energy of the laser pulse is increased; the rising 

half-width of the atom pulse is relatively insensitive to laser 

energy as predicted by the theory. 
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The failure of the theory at the highest energy laser pulse 

used in the present study (particularly the 6.5J pulse in Figure 8) 

can be rationalized by the phenomenon of cratering. Formation of 

a plasma plume does not appear to be significant for iron over the 

range of laser pulses·employed here, although this phenomenon is 

observed with high energy Q-switched pulses. 

The present investigation represents an attempt to predict 

the nature of thermal atom vaporization from a simple sol·id in 

terms of transient Langmuir vaporization driven by a surface tem

perature transient calculated from the laser input power and the 

macroscopic theory of heat conduction. The theory contains no 

adjustable parameters, and our object here was to assess the accur

acy of the theoretical predictions for a substance of known vapor 

pressure. It would be of interest to apply this technique to a 

solid whose Vc.1por pressure is unknown. The characteristics of 



the atom density pulse detected by the mass spectrometer could 

be used, in conjunction with the theory based upon equilibrium 

vaporization, as a means of measuring the vapor pressure-~empera~ 

ture relation for the solid. 
i 

Uranium dioxide is an example of a 
I 

' ' 
substance whose vapor pressure in the liquid range is impossible 

to measure by classical methods. However, before the goal of 

utilizing pulsed laser vaporization as a vapor pressure measure-

ment method can be realized, several obstacles must be overcome: 

1) A quantitative model of the effect of radial flow of molten 

solid from the center of the laser spot on the time and radius 

dependence of the surface temperature must be formulated and in

corporated into the heat conduction equation. Alternatively, a 

more powerful laser than the one used in the present experiments 

, must be employed. If E were~ 100 J, for example, the same energy 

density obtainable with the present 10 J laser could be obtained 

over a spot 110 greater than the present requirement. Inasmuch 

as cratering is an edge phenomenon, the center of the spot would 

be less subject to the undesirable cooling due to liquid flow 

than was the case in the present experiment. 

2) The equilibrium theory depends upon knowledge of the magnitude 

of the condensation coefficient a and its temperature dependence. 

For metals this quantity is very close to unity, but for non-

metallic solids, the condensation coefficient is often quite a 

bit smaller tnan unity. It may be posdible to determine the con-

densation coefficient from steady state Langmuir vaporization 

studies at temperatures where the vapor pressure is known and 
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extrapolate-the a(T) data so obtained to the high temperature 

region where P(T) is unknown. Otherwise, only the product a(T)P(T) 

can be determined experimentally. 
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3) In the temperature range where the vapor pre.:;sure is unknown, 

the latter must be-small enough to avoid formation of an ionized 

plasma in front of the solid. Were this to occur, no theory is 

available to deduce:P(T) from the characteristics of the pulse of 

vaporized energetic ions. 

This work was done under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission. 
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TABLE 1 

Results of Mass Spectrometer Analysis of Conventional Mode Pulses on an Iron Target 

E t peak t - t peak ·1/2 
!i£'.!les) (msec) (msec) 

t+ - t nmax x 10-9 .1/2 peak 
(msec) (atoms/cm3 ) 

2.4 1.00 0.25 0.28 0.17 

3.5 0.75 0.24 0.19 9.0 

3.6 0.70 0.22 0.25 5.5 

3.6 0.69 0.18 0.18 10.2 

3.7 0.75 0.22 0.15 3.6 

3.7 0.79 0.27 0.15 6.3 

3.8 0.84 0.29 0.09 6.3 

3.8 0.72 0.23 0.20 5.3 

3.8 0.75 0.25 0.22 5.2 

6.5 0.55 0.20 0.19 40.6 

... 
··--·------·---~--. ---------- -···----------

N 
00 

., .,..., 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Schematic of experimental apparatus:_ The three regions 
separated by the dashed lines are (a) laser equipment 
for measuring laser power and energy; (b) vacuum. system 
containing the target and mass spectrometer; (c) the 
mass spectrometer signal processing equipment. 

Typical _mass spectrometer-output, S(t), following a con
ventional mode pulse on an iron target. The horizontal 
scale is 0.5 msec/division. (The circle at the origin 
is due to a malfunction of the oscilloscope). 

Measured atom density in ionizer, n(t), obtained by 
treating data such as those in Figure 2 according to 
Eq. ( 5) • 

Calculated surface temperature transients for pulses 
of various strengths. 

Calculated atom density pulse at the ionizer for laser 
pulses of various strengths. 

Comparison between the experimental and calculated values 
of the pulse delay time. 

Comparison between the experimental and calculated values 
of the pulse half-widths. 

Comparison between the experimental and calculated pulse 
amplitudes. 

Craters produced by conventional mode laser pulse on 
iron. Top: E = 2.2J; Bottom: E = 3.5J. 
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responsibility for the accuracy, completeness or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product or process disclosed, or represents 
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. 
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